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ABSTRACT 
Examples of homomeric β-helices and β-barrels have recently emerged. Here we generalise 
the theory for the shear number in β-barrels to encompass β-helices and homomeric 
structures. We introduce the concept of the “β-strip”, the set of parallel or antiparallel 
neighbouring strands, from which the whole helix can be generated giving it n-fold rotational 
symmetry. In this context the shear number is interpreted as the sum around the helix of the 
fixed register shift between neighbouring identical β-strips. Using this approach we have 
derived relationships between helical width, pitch, angle between strand direction and helical 
axis, mass per length, register shift, and number of strands. The validity and unifying power 
of the method is demonstrated with known structures including α-haemolysin, T4 phage 
spike, cylindrin, and the HET-s(218-289) prion. From reported dimensions measured by X-
ray fibre diffraction on amyloid fibrils the relationships can be used to predict the register 
shift and the number of strands within amyloid protofilaments. This was used to construct 
models of transthyretin and Alzheimer β(40) amyloid protofilaments that comprise a single 
strip of in-register β-strands folded into a “β-strip helix”. Results suggest both stabilisation of 
an individual β-strip helix as well as growth by addition of further β-strip helices involves the 
same pair of sequence segments associating with β-sheet hydrogen bonding at the same 
register shift. This association would be aided by a repeat sequence. Hence understanding of 
how the register shift (as the distance between repeat sequences) relates to helical 
dimensions, will be useful for nanotube design.  
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INTRODUCTION 
There are two main structural categories of helical structures within proteins that have β-sheet 
hydrogen bonding: β-barrels and β-helices.  β-helices1 (also called β-solenoids 2) are parallel 
β-structures that are tightly wound with a packed interior. They often comprise just a single 
strand that maintains a direction approximately perpendicular to the helical axis.  They can be 
both left-handed and right-handed and have various cross-sectional shapes, but are never 
circular comprising short stretches of largely straight β-strand with intervening loops where 
significant changes in chain direction occur. A classic example is the β-helix from pectin 
lyase 3.  β-barrels can be both parallel or antiparallel β-structures and are distinguishable from 
β-helices by comprising strands more aligned to the helical axis. This means, in contrast to 
the β-helix, the rise per turn is comparatively long and the strands complete only a fraction of 
a turn. They are often circular in cross-section and are always right-handed.  An early classic 
example is the α/β-barrel in the enzyme triosephosphate isomerase 4 a comparatively small 
structure which contrasts with the wider transmembrane β-barrels5,6.  
 
McLachlan7 introduced the concept of the shear number in β-barrels. It was elaborated upon 
later by Murzin et al8. It is a positive integer equal to the shift in number of residues along a 
strand when one follows the path of aligned residues around the β-barrel until one returns to 
the same strand. These authors showed that specifying the shear number and the number of 
strands forming a β-barrel specifies its helical geometry. Thus shear number and the number 
of strands is used by the Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) data base 9 to help 
classify β-barrels. The development of the theory for the shear number was tailored 
specifically to the β-barrel structure and applied in the context of a single subunit, i.e. for a 
non-symmetric structure. 
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Since the development of the shear number theory more β-helix structures have become 
available.  Also, relatively recently, homomeric β-barrel and β-helix structures have been 
solved which display n-fold rotational symmetry about the helical axis.  Thus there exists the 
opportunity to develop the shear number theory to encompass these structures. For 
convenience we use the terms nanotube or multi-strand helix to refer to any kind of β-barrel 
or β-helix.  
 
In homomeric multi-strand helices with perfect n-fold rotational symmetry, the unit from 
which the whole structure can be constructed via symmetry operations, often consists of a 
group of strands rather than one. We name such a group of strands a “β-strip”. Here we show 
that in a number of well-known examples in both β-barrels and β-helices the symmetrical 
arrangement imposes a fixed register shift between β-strips which means that the shear 
number can be interpreted as a sum of register shifts between neighbouring identical β-strips 
around the multi-strand helix. The focus of our work is to develop comprehensive equations 
for such arrangements, explore the structural possibilities and apply them to the various 
multi-strand helices occurring in proteins with known 3-dimensional structures.  We will 
show how a single graph encompasses all possible structures including β-barrels as well as β-
helices. 
 
The main motivation behind this work is to model the amyloid protofilament structure.  
Amyloid is the name given for an alternative protein conformation that the majority of 
proteins seem able to adopt, given appropriate conditions 10. The process of amyloid 
formation damages cells and this is the underlying cause of several common diseases 11,12 
including Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and type II diabetes. The infectious forms of prion 
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proteins 13 are also considered to be amyloid. Instead of having the conformation of what is 
called the native folded protein, which is liable to become denatured 14, amyloid proteins 
occur in a form that is impervious to denaturants. It is widely considered to exist as parallel 
in-register β-sheet15-17, although structures with antiparallel β-sheet have also been 
characterized 18-21. Parallel α-sheet has also been suggested as the structure adopted initially 
during amyloid formation 22-27. β-sheets formed by amyloid proteins are widely considered to 
gain their exceptional stability by folding into helical nanotube structures 28-40 of varying 
dimensions. Many amyloid fibrils have been shown to have a cross-β structure; that is the β-
strands run perpendicular to the fibril axis. Although the cross-β structure appears to be the 
dominant form of the amyloid protofilament, there is a great deal of conformational diversity 
in amyloid fibrils41 and β-helix models have also been proposed42. This suggests that in some 
cases an amyloid protofilament may adopt a multi-strand helix structure and that the theory 
developed here can be applied.  
 
Biophysical work on several amyloid proteins has provided some structural parameters 
without complete atomic level detail. We show how such information can be used to yield 
accurate models. These models suggest a new structure which we call the “β-strip helix”, a 
set of in-register β-strands that become folded into a helix with strands that run nearly 
perpendicular to the fibril axis. The predicted helical nanotubes exhibit a register shift, both at 
the edges of single strips and at the join between adjacent β-strip helices. The register shift is 
a parameter of particular interest because its relationship to repeat sequences, the existence of 
which may help stabilise these structures.  
          
METHODS 
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The shear number was  introduced by McLachlan7 and elaborated upon later by Murzin et al. 
8.  It is defined for β-barrels of circular cross-section as follows. Select a strand and a 
particular residue, k, on this strand.  Step around the barrel from one strand to the next via 
residues aligned by hydrogen bonding (in a direction perpendicular to the strand direction) 
until the selected strand is reached again at residue l.  The shear number, s, is defined as s=|l-
k|.  Here we take this concept further for homo-oligomeric multi-strand helices.  To this end 
we introduce the “β-strip”.     
 
β-strip as repeating unit  
We define a β-strip as comprising m neighbouring β-strands (parallel, antiparallel or mixed) 
that constitute the minimal unit from which the whole multi-strand helix can be constructed 
via the symmetry operations of the n-fold rotational axis, Cn, which is also the helical axis. In 
most cases each strip corresponds to one single subunit in a homomeric molecule, however, 
as we shall see for γ-haemolysin, a strip can comprise strands from different, non-identical, 
subunits.  With n strips, each comprising m strands, the total number of strands is nm. Fig 1 
shows schematics of the unfolded 2D form and the native folded 3D form of a multi-strand 
helix comprising 3-stranded β-strips. The approach of using the unfolded 2D representation 
has been employed by Tsai et al. in a general method for the design of helical nanotubes 
comprising protein building blocks 43.   
 
Register-shift between β-strips 
If in a multi-strand helix residue k in strand j is aligned with residue l in strand j+m, the 
corresponding strand in a neighbouring strip, then the register shift is t=|l-k|.  For n strips the 
shear number is given by s=nt (Fig 1), the sum around the helix of the fixed register shift 
between neighbouring β-strips. Another way to think of the shear number is as a register-shift 
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of a strip with itself, i.e. a self register shift. The register shift, t, is even because consecutive 
main-chain CO and NH groups along the strand point in opposite directions.   
 
Equations relating n, m and t to helical dimensions of the multi-strand helix 
From the 2D depiction of Fig 1 the following holds for a multi-strand helix of any cross-
sectional shape: 
 
m
t
b
a
c
c=)tan(α        [1a] 
 
222 )nmb()nta(p cc +=       [1b] 
 
where t/m gives the register-shift between neighbouring strips per strand of the β-strip, α is 
the angle between helical axis and strand direction, p is the length of the cross-sectional 
perimeter, and ac and bc are defined by two types of helices that exist within such a structure. 
The “strand helix” is the helix passing through the Cα atoms on any single strand.  The 
“neighbour helix” is the helix passing through Cα atoms of aligned residues which crosses the 
strand helix at right angles. ac is the distance along the helical arc of the strand helix between 
consecutive Cα atoms and bc is the distance  along the helical arc of the neighbour helix 
between consecutive Cα atoms.  From Fig 1 it can also be seen that the number of residues 
per turn, NT, is given by NT=(p
2+ h2)1/2/ac. 
 
Eq.1b corresponds to the “symmetrical” equation given by Murzin et al.8.  However, both 
Murzin et al. and McLachlan used equations developed specifically for β-barrels which we 
show in Supplementary Method (Method.S1) become increasingly inaccurate the greater the 
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angle between the strand direction and the helical axis, and break down completely for a 
single-stranded β-helix. Eq.1a and Eq.1b, however, are exact even for a single-stranded β-
helix. The approximation required to use them involves substituting the helical arc distances 
ac and bc by their helical chord equivalents a and b, which are presumed to be invariants 
determined by structural constraints.  In the Supplementary Method we show that this is a 
very good approximation for all realizable β-helices and β-barrels of circular cross-section 
and all equations below will contain a and b rather than ac and bc. Furthermore, we put p=cd, 
where d, is the “width” of the helix as the perimeter is always proportional to a characteristic 
length if the shape is simply scaled without distortion.  As we want to make a connection 
with the width measured by experimental techniques such as X-ray fibre diffraction then d so 
defined must span across the whole cross-section, so a reasonable definition would be the 
length of the longest characteristic “side”. If it has circular cross-section, d would be the 
diameter and c=π; if it has triangular cross-section triangle, and d is the length of the longest 
side then one can show via the triangle inequality that in general 2<c≤3, and c=3 when an 
equilateral triangle. A value of c=2 cannot realistically occur as it implies a one-dimensional 
structure. For any irregular quadrilateral one can also show again using the triangle inequality 
that 2<c<4. Some β-helices have “L”-like shapes (e.g. the HET-s(218-289) prion, see below) 
and it is trivial to show that for all “L”’s, even those that have differing thicknesses and 
lengths of the horizontal and vertical arms, 2<c<4.  Larger values for c would only occur for 
more complex spikey shapes, but these do not occur in β-helices and β-barrels. Therefore we 
can state with reasonable confidence that 2<c<4, when d is the length of the longest “side”.  It 
is important to bear in mind that different shapes can have the same value of c. 
 
The height per turn or pitch, h, can be seen in Fig 1 to relate to α and p through, tan (α)= 
p/h=cd/h. Substituting into Eq.1a and Eq.1b gives, respectively: 
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+
=       [2b] 
 
where nm is the number of strands in the helix. If m is known, Eq.2a and Eq.2b give the 
register shift and the number of strips, from helical dimensions d and h. It is also useful to be 
able to determine the helical dimensions from the number of strands and the register shift.  
They are given by: 
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Solving Eq.3a and Eq.3b for t/m gives: 
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Eq.4a and Eq.4b give lines of constant d and h in the (nm,t/m) plane, which means that, if the 
values of only two of these four are known, the plots can be used to determine the values of 
the remaining two. nm gives the total number of strands in the β-barrel or β-helix, while t/m 
gives the register-shift between neighbouring strips, per strand of the β-strip. 
 
The expressions within the square root in Eq.4 give limiting conditions on nm for two 
extreme structures. Eq.4a gives the limiting condition nm=cd/b, which occurs when the 
strands are parallel with the helical axis and h is infinite. For a given cross-sectional width, it 
gives an upper limit on the number of strands. Structures in this region are β-barrel-like and 
the shear number s has low values. Eq.4b gives the limiting condition nm=h/b, which occurs 
when the strands are perpendicular to the helical axis, i.e. they are in the cross-β 
configuration. For a given height per turn it gives an upper limit on the number of strands.  
Structures in this region are β-helix-like and s≈cd/a, i.e. the shear number is approximately 
equal to the number of residues per turn. 
 
Mass-per-length of a multi-strand helix 
The mass-per-length (MPL) of a fibril is a quantity that can be measured by electron 
microscopy (EM) techniques. Within the multi-strand helix model the following expression 
can be derived for the MPL, mPL: 
( )αcosLa
nM
m sPL =       (5)    
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where Ms is the molecular mass of the strip and L is the length of the strip in number of 
residues. From Fig 1 one can see that pcos(α)=nmb which substituted into Eq.5 gives: 
PL
aa
PL
s
m
m
ab
m
mL
M
ab
p =






=      (6) 
where maa is the molecular mass of the strip per residue of the strip, which if unknown can be 
approximated by the average molecular mass of an amino acid residue. Given that p=cd, we 
find that, for a given cross-sectional shape, the width of the multi-strand helix is directly 
proportional to the MPL: 
 
PL
aa
m
cm
ab
d =         (7) 
 
Thus measurement of the MPL can be used to determine the width in all such multi-strand 
helices.  
 
An expression that relates t/m to nm given the MPL is: 
 
1
2
−





=
nmm
am
a
b
m
t
aa
PL
      (8) 
 
As a lot of new terms have been introduced, Table 1 gives a convenient summary of their 
definitions. 
 
Although the expressions above have been derived in the context of homomeric structures 
with n-fold rotational symmetry, all are valid for those cases where n=1 (formally 1-fold 
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symmetry) and as such can be applied to classic single-stranded β-helices, β-helices 
comprising a single β-strip forming a helical structure, or conventional β-barrels within in a 
single subunit or monomer. 
  
 
RESULTS 
The distances a and b and were set to 3.3 Å and 4.8 Å, respectively. This value for a is the 
same used by Murzin et al.8, but they used a value of 4.4 Å for b, whereas McLachlan7 used 
4.72 Å, the former being clearly too short. We have used a value of 4.8 Å as this is often 
quoted in articles that report results from X-ray fibre diffraction experiments on amyloid 
fibrils as being the distance between strands in the cross-β configuration. We set c=π. Unless 
experimental measurements suggest otherwise we will keep these values for a, b and c. Eq.4a 
and Eq.4b were used to create a plot in the (nm,t/m) plane, shown in Fig 2, giving the range 
of possible multi-strand helices of circular cross-section, that is for c=π. Contour lines 
indicate the d and h values for each helix. As the angle α is directly related to t/m it is 
indicated by the axis on the right of Fig 2.  The shear number is given by s=nt=nm×t/m, the 
area in the plot of the rectangle bounded by the axes and the vertical and horizontal lines 
passing through the point (nm,t/m).  Fig 3 shows contour lines in the (nm,t/m) plane for 
values of constant MPL created using Eq.8.  
 
Measures of d, h, α, m, n and t, referred to as having been determined directly from structures 
themselves, are either quoted from the literature or estimated from the deposited Protein Data 
Bank (PDB) files using the molecular graphics software, Pymol (www.pymol.org).  As we 
have analysed regular structures they can be estimated with reasonable accuracy. 
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Application to proteins of known structure 
Two types of domain made from β-sheet in the form of a helical cylinder can be 
distinguished in native proteins: β-helices and β-barrels. In Fig 2A β-helices lie at the top left 
and have α angles greater than 75° with the number of strands (nm) 1, 2 or 3, while β-barrels 
are at the lower right and have α angles not far from 45° with between 6 and 36 strands. Fig 
2B focuses on β-helices while Fig 2C shows β-barrels. It is notable that none of the structures 
in Fig 2, mostly from native proteins, have t/m values less than 0.5. β-helices can be left-
handed as well as right-handed but β-barrels in proteins, unlike β-helices, are always right-
handed, not left-handed.  Table 2 gives the key parameters for a representative selection of 
monomeric and homomeric multi-strand helices in native proteins. 
 
Consideration of Fig 2 and Table 2 indicates three aspects of the distribution of the observed 
curved β-sheet helical structures in proteins worth emphasizing because of apparent 
anomalies compared to what is theoretically possible. Firstly the lack of left-handed β-barrels 
already mentioned is related to the propensity of strands of β-sheet to twist to the right 
looking along one strand44.  Secondly the absence of β-barrels composed of strands parallel 
to the axis (t/m =0, α =0), or of any with strands having t/m values less than 1 (α < 19°), is 
also due to the tendency for strands to twist in one direction, though another factor is the side 
chain packing propensity for different types of barrels44. The third anomaly is the substantial 
gap between β-helices and β-barrels. In spite of the different nomenclature that has become 
established because in native proteins the two categories do not overlap, it is unclear why 
folded proteins so far analysed avoid this area of structure. 
    
Homomeric β-barrels 
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Examples of the various types of β-barrels in proteins are listed in Table 2. The commonest 
and best-known ones (filled β-barrels, hollow β-barrels and α/β-barrels) have n=1 and m>1, 
meaning that the strands in such barrels, though exhibiting a degree of symmetry to form the 
barrel, are non-identical, usually because they are different parts of a single subunit. Typical 
β-barrels are antiparallel while α/β-barrels are parallel. When barrels are homomeric (formed 
from identical subunits) the possibility arises of true symmetry between strands so that n>1 
and m≥1; such barrels are addressed below. 
 
A group of related bacterial octameric or heptameric proteins involved in cell penetration and 
pore formation occur as antiparallel barrels with 14 or 16 strands. Two from Staphylococcus 
are described here. The transmembrane domain from the heptameric α-haemolysin 
incorporates seven β-hairpins with 7-fold rotational symmetry (m=2, n=7, nm=14), forming a 
14-stranded antiparallel β-barrel45 with circular cross-section as shown in Fig 4.  The register 
shift, t=2, is measured between equivalent strands from neighbouring β-hairpins implying 
t/m=1 to give α=34.5°.  Eq.3 or Fig 2 give diameter d=26 Å and height per turn h=119 Å, 
which compare well with a diameter of 26 Å and a height per turn in the range 115-120 Å, 
estimated from the structure. The trans-membrane β-barrel pore of γ-hemolysin 46 has a 
circular cross-section and is an octamer with two similar but not identical types of subunit, 
each contributing a β-hairpin. It therefore has 4-fold rotational symmetry (m=4, n=4, nm=16). 
The four β-strips each comprise four antiparallel β-strands, with a register-shift of four. 
Hence t/m=1 and α=34.5°, which is similar to the measured value from the structure of 35°.  
Use of Eq.3 or Fig 2 leads to a height per turn is 135 Å and a diameter of 29.6 Å, which 
compares well with the measured diameter of 30 Å.   
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The Mycobacterial outer membrane channel MspA is an octameric porin protein47 from M 
smegmatis. It has a 16-stranded antiparallel β-barrel with a circular cross-section. It has 8-
fold rotational symmetry being formed from eight β-strips, each comprising a β-hairpin, with 
a register shift of four. Here t/m=2.0 and α=54°, which compares well with the observed 
value of 56°. This protein is shaped like a goblet, with one helical barrel, just described, 
forming the bulk of the stem. Below is a smaller, coaxial, helical barrel with a narrower 
diameter that can be regarded as the narrowed base of the goblet stem. The parameters of this 
smaller barrel are given in Table 2 and it is evident that it has a smaller t/m value of 1.0, 
giving rise to the lower angle α and diameter d.  
 
E coli TolC is one member of a family of trimeric efflux proteins in the outer membrane of 
gram-negative bacteria that are part of the type I secretion system. It has 3-fold symmetry, 
each β-strip comprising four antiparallel strands to give a 12-stranded antiparallel β-barrel 48. 
The register shift is 8 giving t/m=2.0.  H influenzae adhesin Hia is an autotransporter protein 
component of the bacterial type Vc secretion system49; it belongs to another family of 
trimeric proteins in which three four-stranded β-strips assemble to a 12-stranded antiparallel 
β-barrel50 that anchors it to the outer membrane. Compared with TolC, a difference is that t/m 
=1.0 such that the barrels are longer and thinner. 
 
Several homomeric examples of β-barrels are not hollow, and do not normally occur in 
membranes. Fig 5 shows cylindrin, a toxic small amyloid-forming oligomer 35, which has 
been suggested 19,51 as the material of the amyloid intermediate that is damaging to cells. It 
comprises three β-hairpins to form a 6-stranded antiparallel β-barrel of circular cross-section. 
Although not strictly homomeric and lacking perfect symmetry, the presence of a tandem 
repeat means that it can be regarded as such if the turn regions are ignored. The register shift 
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measured between equivalent strands from neighbouring β-hairpins from the N-terminal and 
the C-terminal repeat-sequences is 2.  Therefore in this case t/m=1, giving α=34.5°, matching 
the measured value of 35° 35.  Using Eq.3 or Fig 2 gives a diameter d=11.2 Å, which 
compares well with the measured diameter of 11 Å.   
 
Muconolactone isomerase is one example of a family of dimeric “α+β barrels” that all 
incorporate a 2-fold symmetric, 8-stranded β-barrel, half from each subunit, with t/m=1.5. 
The C-terminal domains of the four small subunits of the red-like form of  RUBISCO 
(ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase) associate to form a 4-fold symmetric 8-
stranded antiparallel β-barrel with t/m=1.0.  GTP cyclohydrolase is a pentameric enzyme; 
each subunit contributes four strands of a 20-stranded 5-fold symmetric β-barrel, for which 
t/m=1.0.  
 
The structure crystal structure of CsgG, a lipoprotein that forms a secretion channel for curli 
subunits has been solved 52.  The transmembrane β-barrel is a nonamer with 9-fold symmetry 
where each subunit is a 4-stranded antiparallel β-strip.  The register shift between 
neighbouring strips is 2 which means that t/m=0.5.  This would give α=19.0° which means 
the strands are more aligned with the helical axis compared to other examples (see Fig2C) 
and is very much an outlier amongst β-barrels.  Using Eq.3 we find d=58.2 Å which 
corresponds to the measured value from the structure directly of 59 Å. 
 
It is noticeable that the homomeric β-barrels frequently have α=34.5° corresponding to 
t/m=1.0.  
 
β-helices 
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Examples of right-handed β-helices in proteins are listed in Table 2. Single-strand β-helices, 
which are all parallel, are by far the commonest. Two-strand ones are antiparallel. The triple-
strand β-helices 53 are trimeric and parallel. 
  
A family of related proteins assemble into 3-start triple-strand β-helices54,55; those in the 
outer membranes of bacteria are part of the type VI secretion system, while those in phage 
belong to the bacterial cell penetration mechanism (homologous to the type VI secretion 
system). Fig 6 shows the non-contracted form of the tail spike from the T4 phage which has 
an approximate 3-fold rotational symmetry with t/m=8, giving by Eq.1a, α=79.7°.  Having a 
cross section that approximates an equilateral triangle quite well we put c=3, and using Eq.3 
we find that d=26.8 Å and h=14.6 Å.  These values correspond well to those estimated from 
the structure itself: the length of the side of the triangle is approximately 25 Å and the height 
per turn, 15 Å.  Although Fig 2B is with c=π, it can be plotted with reasonable accuracy on 
this figure.   
 
The T4 spike is the central part of the phage tail. In addition two types of fibre, long and 
short, protrude from the centre of the tail. The structure of the short tail has been determined56 
and is also observed to be a trimer, part of which is also a triple-strand β-helix. This β-helix is 
somewhat shorter than the more central one, and t/m=6. 
 
An endosialidase57 from the tails of phage K1F that infects E coli also exhibits a short regular 
triple-strand β-helix with t/m=7.  
 
Many examples of single-strand β-helices occur. Their cross-sectional shapes can be oval, 
square, triangular or L-shaped. They are fairly regular, and sometimes quite long, such that 
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estimates of shear values are worthwhile. Both left-handed and right-handed β-helices occur 
frequently but only right-handed ones are included in Fig 2 and Table 2 (although the theory 
developed is equally applicable to left-handed helices). One example is pectin lyase for which 
s=t=t/m=23. Another is given by the pentapeptide repeat proteins; they are square in cross-
section, and have s=t=t/m=20.      
 
Amyloid Fibrils 
It has been proposed that amyloid proteins are β-helix-like58. We present two atomic 
resolution structures that conform to the multi-strand helix model presented here. Details are 
given in Figs 2 and 7 and in Table 2. 
 
HET-s(218-289) fibril 
The atomic resolution structure of HET-s(218-289) infectious form of the prion protein from 
Podospora anserina determined by solid state NMR2,59 is a β-solenoid or more precisely a β-
helix formed from four β-strands that form nearly two turns as shown in Fig 7A.  Its cross-
section has an approximate “L” shape. The register-shift is 36, which with n=1 and m=1, 
gives d=37.8 Å and h=4.8 Å, which correspond well with the values estimated from the 
structure (d=38-40 Å and h=4.8 Å).  The 36 residue register shift in HET-s(218-289) brings 
two 21-residue pseudo repeat sequences 15 residues apart into register.  This repeat stabilises 
the β-helix itself and the joins between individual strands (subunits) in the fibril.  This is 
depicted in Fig 7A and is considered further in the Discussion section. 
 
Alzheimer Aβ(40) NMR structure 
A solid-state NMR structure of the Alzheimer Aβ(40) protein 60 also conforms to this model.  
It has three-fold symmetry about the fibril axis with a triangular cross-section. Each side of 
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the prism is formed by two β-sheet layers as shown in Fig 7B. The whole structure is built 
from chains aligned in register.  The two β-sheet layers form a rectangle in cross-section (it is 
a β sandwich) and, although the β-strands are referred to as being in the cross-β 
configuration, they are sufficiently at an angle to the fibril axis that Val40 in chain A  joins 
with His13 in chain D giving rise to a continuous β-helical like arrangement when 
considering the mainchain paths (see Fig 7B). Residue 13 in chain D could be regarded as the 
first residue in the continuation of chain A which would be residue 41.  In other words 
residue i in chain j+3 can be regarded as residue number “i+28” in its continuation of chain j.  
The register shift is therefore 28 as residues i in chain j are aligned through β-sheet hydrogen 
bonding with residues “i+28” in chain j+3. Thus three in-register strands form a β-strip with 
n=1, m=3, and t=28. We have called a helical structure formed from a single β-strip of in-
register strands, a “β-strip helix”, and this is another example, albeit not an ideal one. With 
n=1, m=3, and t=28 the position of the structure in Fig 2B shows that it is not far from the T4 
phage spike structure. With t/m=9.3 and n=1 we find d=29.8 Å and h=14.3. Although the 
structure is irregular at the termini and turns we can estimate the cross-section to have a width 
along the longest side of about 32-37 Å and the height per turn to be approximately 15 Å. We 
find that α=81.3° indicating that the strands are, on average, only about 9° off the perfect 
cross-β configuration and NT=28.6, meaning that the structured part of each chain makes 
nearly one full turn in a β-helix-like conformation. In contrast to the HET-s structure, where 
two separate but similar sequence segments stabilise both the β-strip helix structure and 
joining of the subunits, here all 28 residues from His13 to Val40 in each β-strip helix can join 
end-to-end and in register to create the growing protofilament. 
 
Modelling amyloid protofilaments from limited experimental data 
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Using proteins of known structure we have shown that the method accurately predicts d and h 
(or α) from t/m and nm.  With amyloid it is often not possible to determine an atomic 
resolution structure. In X-ray fibre diffraction experiments equatorial reflections relate to the 
width of the fibril, d, and meridional reflections relate to a repeat along the fibril axis, 
possibly giving h. Sometimes the angle α can also be determined. Other methods such as 
small angle X-ray (SAXS) and neutron (SANS) scattering61 which do not rely on fibril 
orientation, can also be used can be used to determine fibril dimensions. EM techniques can 
be used to determine the MPL and spectroscopic methods such as NMR and electron 
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) can be used to determine register-shifts, possibly giving 
values for t. Protein stoichiometry methods could also determine n.  Experimental 
measurements give fibril dimensions, whereas the proposed multi-strand helix is a model for 
the constituent protofilament. However any two of the following six quantities nm, t/m, d, h, 
α and mPL that relate to the protofilament have been experimentally determined, the values for 
the remaining can be determined (this applies to all 15 pairs apart from d, mPL, and α, t/m).   
 
If nm and t/m are estimated from experimental values of d and h using Eq.1a and Eqs.2, we 
first round off nm to the nearest integer and then adjust t/m so that s= nm×t/m is equal to the 
nearest even integer, given that s must be even. Below we take this approach to create 
backbone models for transthyretin and Alzheimer Aβ(40) from X-ray fibre diffraction 
experiments. In Supplementary Result (Result.S1) we show how knowledge of the MPL of 
the HET-s(218-289) prion from EM,62 and the residue number distance between the repeat 
sequences, can be used to predict the helical structure.     
 
Transthyretin model from X-ray fibre diffraction measurements 
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X-ray fibre diffraction of transthyretin amyloid fibril indicates a protofilament with dexp=30 Å 
and a repeating unit along the protofilament axis (meridional reflection) of 115.5 Å with the 
strands arranged in cross-β configuration 63. For a distance of 4.8 Å between strands, this 
suggests a repeating unit comprising 24 strands 63.  From Fig 2 a multi-strand helix with d=30 
Å and nm=24 is impossible. Meridional reflections also suggest an axial repeat distance of 29 
Å, which we take as the value of hexp. We consider two models, one cylinder with c=π, and 
one triangular prism, with c=3. The position of the cylinder is plotted on Fig 2B and results of 
the analysis for both models are given in Table 3. For both nmmod=6 and t/mmod =4.67. As n, 
m are integers and t an even integer, and assuming that proteins are formed from in-register 
β-sheet 15,17, an appropriate choice is nmod=1, mmod=6 and tmod=28, that is, it is a β-strip helix 
formed from six strands.  With NTmod=31 residues and 127 residues in the transthyretin 
subunit, the multi-strand-helix has 4.1 turns. Both models have a length of 115.6 Å (measured 
across four turns), matching the repeat distance of 115.5 Å from X-ray fibre diffraction. This 
suggests that like the HET-s and the Alzheimer Aβ(40) NMR structures, the β-strip helices, 
each a protofilament subunit, join end-to-end with β-sheet hydrogen bonding to form the 
protofilament. Thus the 115.5 Å repeat could be due to the regularly spaced joins between 
protofilament subunits and the 29 Å repeat due to a helical seam in the β-strip helix running 
along the join between the opposite sides of the β-strip where the sequences are out-of-
register. Fig 8A depicts the cylinder model protofilament subunit and two protofilament 
subunits joined end-to-end.  This paper model can be created using Supplementary Figure, 
Fig.S1. 
 
Alzheimer Aβ(40) model from X-ray fibre diffraction measurements 
Fraser et al 64 reported X-ray fibre diffraction work on Alzheimer Aβ(40) fibres that gave 
dexp=28 Å and αexp=54.4° for the protofilament 
64-66.  This is an atypical structure as it does 
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not have the usual cross-β arrangement but is illustrative in showing how to create a 
backbone model knowing dexp and αexp only. The position of the structure with circular cross-
section (dexp=28 Å, αexp=54.4°) is plotted on Fig 2C. The measured distance between strands 
in these experiments is 4.7 Å, so we use this value for b instead of 4.8 Å.  The results are 
given in Table 3.  For both cylinder and prism models t/mmod =2, but the prism has nmmod=10 
whereas for the cylinder nmmod=11. Site-directed spin labelling experiments on Aβ(40) 
amyloid have shown that the strands are parallel and in register67 implying a β-strip helix 
with 10 or 11 strands. For the prism model NTmod=30 residues, it has 1.3 turns, and for 
cylinder model NTmod=33, it has 1.2 turns. Measured across one turn, the lengths are 51.9 Å 
for the prism and 57.7 Å for the cylinder. These predicted distances are close to the axial 
repeat distance of 57 Å found in the same fibre diffraction experiment 64. Other axial repeat 
distances reported are 53 Å 68 and 54 Å 69. Again this suggests that β-strip helices, each a 
protofilament subunit, join end-to-end with β-sheet hydrogen bonding to form the 
protofilament and that the 57 Å repeat is due to the join between subunits. Fig 8B shows a 
depiction of the prism model protofilament subunit and two protofilament subunits joined 
end-to-end. Folded paper models of these structures can be created using Supplementary 
Figures, Fig.S2, and Fig.S3. 
 
With a molecular mass of 4.33 kDa for a single Aβ(40) molecule, the 10-stranded and 11-
stranded models have MPLs of ~5.6 kDa/nm and ~6.2 kDa/nm, respectively.  Electron 
microscopy measurements suggest a protofilament with an MPL of ~9 kDa/nm 70, which, 
keeping t/m=2, suggests a structure with m=16. Such a structure, with the same value for c, is 
wider than those based on the X-ray diffraction results alone. 
 
DISCUSSION 
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We present equations for the geometrical relationships of helical nanotubes with multiple 
subunits, applying to both β-barrels and β-helices. Previous equations 5,6 did not cater for 
homo-oligomeric proteins and were applicable to β-barrels only. The concept of a β-strip is 
introduced, defined as the minimal repeating unit within the multi-strand helix.  The 
relationships between m, the number of strands in each strip, t, the register shift per strip, α, 
the angle between the helical axis and the strand direction, d, the width and h, the rise per 
turn are described. nm gives the total number of strands. The usefulness of the quantity t/m, 
which can be regarded as the register shift per strand of the strip, is stressed; it is directly 
related to the angle α, measurable via X-ray fibre diffraction, through the equation  
t/m=1.45tan(α). 
 
We show that in a single graph of constant d and h in the (nm,t/m) or (nm,α) plane, as in Fig 
2, is useful for comparing and appreciating the diversity of structures of regular-shaped β-
helices and β-barrels, whether forming multiple subunits or not. The plots reveal that, while 
there is no inherent difference between a β-helix and a β-barrel in that the ranges of possible 
structures merge into one another, those found in native proteins do occur in the two easily-
defined groupings. A good discriminator is t/m (or α): for β-helices t/m is 6 or above (α>76°) 
while for β-barrels t/m is between 0.5 and 2.5 (α=19-60°). A feature seen in Fig 2C is that the 
majority of homomeric β-barrel structures have t/m=1 and therefore α=34.5°.   
 
We have shown that the MPL is directly proportional to the length of the cross-sectional 
perimeter and can be used to estimate the cross-sectional width. In the case of a fibril, this 
relationship may be used to estimate its width when only the MPL is available.  Alternatively 
if both MPL and protofilament width are measureable, the same relationship can be used to 
test whether the structure conforms to the multi-strand helix model proposed here. A 
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convenient expression relating width and MPL derived from Eq.7 is 
d(nm)≈0.46mPL(kDa/nm), for a circular cross-section. 
 
The equations developed can also be used to estimate the values of t/m and nm given 
knowledge about the helix dimensions such as d and h. In the case of the transthyretin 
amyloid protofilament it is intriguing that the predicted nanotube, based on dimensions from 
X-ray fibre diffraction, has t/m=4.5-4.7 and nm=5.8, midway between a β-helix and a β-
barrel. For the Aβ(40) amyloid model, the predicted nanotube is a somewhat more 
conventional barrel-like structure in terms of its values for t/m of 2.0 and nm of 10-11.  
 
The predicted transthyretin and Aβ(40) amyloid structures could occur with n>1, 
incorporating more than one β-strip. For example, instead of n=1, m=6, t=28 two β-strips, 
n=2, m=3, t=14, could assemble to a multi-strand helix. However, all such helices are situated 
in the same position on Fig 2 and once assembled are liable to be indistinguishable.  
  
Some amyloid protofilament structures are thought to comprise structures with antiparallel 
strands 19,20,51.  The ideas presented here can accommodate structures with strands that are 
parallel, antiparallel or a mixture of the two, as this will depend on the structure of the β-strip.  
For example, a multi-strand helix with antiparallel strands can be formed through β-hairpins 
coming together with a fixed register shift. α-haemolysin shown in Fig 4 provides an 
example. 
 
The transthyretin and Aβ(40) helical structures are listed in Table 2 as having n=1, in spite of 
being homomeric assemblies, i.e. they are homomeric but do not have rotational symmetry. 
This arrangement could lead to them being classified as β-helices. On the other hand their 
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general appearance, as in Fig 8, and their various helical dimensions, are more in keeping 
with β-barrels. A conclusion is that these are novel helical assemblies with properties of both 
types of structure.  We call these structures “β-strip helices”.  Their formation involves the 
association of polypeptides in-register to form a normal parallel β-sheet. As a β-sheet has a 
natural tendency to twist it curls round such that the main-chain atoms of the two outer 
strands hydrogen bond to one another with a register shift, as in Fig 8C.  
 
The multi-strand helix is a possible model for an amyloid protofilament but amyloid fibrils 
comprise a number of intertwined protofilaments indicating a natural tendency for the 
protofilaments to twist. In this regard it is interesting to see that the comparatively long β-
helix in the T4 phage spike has a natural twist.  Although protofilaments may have inherent 
twist, or an ability to twist due to natural flexibility, the degree of twisting must be limited, as 
the quantities n, m, and t, should not vary if structural integrity of the protofilament is to be 
maintained. Further studies may be able to determine the variety of fibrils that can be 
constructed from intertwining protofilaments with the same n, m, and t values.     
 
The Aβ(40) amyloid protofilament model presented here is based on an X-ray fibre 
diffraction experiment that indicated the strands are tilted by ~35° to the usual cross-β 
configuration. This is at odds with more recent in-register atomic resolution structures 
determined by NMR methods that show the cross-β structure 60,71-74. Even so one of these 
structures conforms to the model with the strands of the β-strip helix running about 9° to the 
perfect cross-β configuration. Although the solid state NMR structure presented by Petkova 
et.al.72 did not have a β-helical form, the authors mention that their experimental data did not 
rule out the possibility that “the C-terminus of one Aβ(40) chain would contact a residue near 
the N terminus of the next chain in the cross-β unit.” 
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A feature of the HET-s amyloid is that within the same subunit the N-terminal repeat-
sequence (residues 226-246) aligns with the C-terminal repeat-sequence (residues 262-282) 
to form the mainchain-mainchain hydrogen bonding of the β-helix as seen in Fig 7A. If we 
denote the N-terminal repeat sequence in chain A as “NA” and the C-terminal repeat sequence 
in chain A as “CA”, the same alignment is seen at the join of individual subunits: that is CA 
aligns with NB in chain B. The sequence of alignments could be denoted 
NA:CA|NB:CB|NC:CC.., where “:” denotes an alignment within a subunit and “|” a subunit join. 
Thus the alignment of the N-terminal and C-terminal repeat-sequences stabilises the β-helix 
structure, both within individual subunits and at inter-subunit joins. An attractive feature of 
our Aβ(40) model is that N-terminal residues 1-20 (in the case of the 10-stranded β-strip 
helix) align with C-terminal residues 21-40 within the β-strip helix, allowing the same 
residues on opposite sides of the strip to align via β-sheet hydrogen bonding to form inter-
subunit joins in a process akin to that in the HET-s β-helix. An N-terminal-C-terminal repeat 
or pseudo repeat sequence is liable to facilitate this process in any in-register β-strip helix. 
The idea that the distance between repeat sequences determines the register shift finds further 
support in the T4 phage spike structure, where REPPER 75, a program that searches for repeat 
sequences, indicates a highly significant repeat of periodicity 8, matching the register shift 
seen in the structure.  
 
We have developed the theory for the shear number for application to homomeric structures. 
The development leads naturally to the concept of the β-strip, the basic unit from which the 
whole helical structure can be generated giving it n-fold rotational symmetry. In this context 
the shear number can be interpreted in terms of the well-known concept of register shift. The 
shear number was developed in the context of a single-stranded β-barrel, whereas the theory 
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presented here is equally applicable to β-helices. In fact it is valid for all kinds of multi-strand 
helices, homomeric or non-homomeric, irrespective of their cross-sectional shape. Its 
accuracy and wide applicability has been demonstrated using a number of known atomic 
resolution structures and plotting these in the (nm,t/m) or (d,h) parameter space reveals that β-
helix and β-barrel are at two ends of the same spectrum separated by an unoccupied region.  
A natural application of this method is modelling of amyloid protofilaments as these are 
sometimes thought to be built from β-helices. We have shown how measurement of helical 
dimensions from X-ray fibre diffraction of amyloid fibrils enables the prediction of other 
quantities of interest such as the register shift and the axial repeat distance. Models of 
protofilaments based on these findings suggest both stability of an individual protofilament 
subunit (a β-strip helix) and growth by association of protofilament subunits, involves the 
same sequence segments coming together with β-sheet hydrogen bonding at the same register 
shift. The results presented also have implications for the design of nanotubes as they 
demonstrate how the register shift, which relates to the dimensions of the helix, could be 
controlled by choosing a repeat sequence spaced accordingly. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1 
Schematic showing geometry in 2D and 3D forms of a general multi-strand helix  
Depiction of an unrolled/unfolded 2D form of a multi-strand helix of any general cross-
sectional shape with perimeter length p and rolled-up cylinder form. Cα atoms are indicated 
by the small circles (filled for a side-chain above the paper and open for a side-chain below 
the paper) and β-strips are shown as shaded regions. ac is the distance between neighbouring 
Cα atoms along a strand and bc is the distance between neighbouring strands.  α is the angle 
between the strand direction and the helical axis, h is the height per turn, and NT is the 
number of residues per turn which is equal to (p2+ h2)1/2/ac. Here the strip comprises three 
strands (m=3) in an antiparallel arrangement and the whole β-helix comprises five strips 
(n=5). The register shift between adjacent strips is four (t=4).  The register shift of the strip 
with itself, e.g. between strip 1 in its normal and faint depiction in the figure, is the shear 
number, s, and is equal to nt.  In the rolled-up form ac and bc are helical arc distances. 
 
Figure 2 
Plots of constant d and h in the (nm,t/m), (nm,α) plane and location of β-helices and β-
barrels   
Overlay of the (d,h) coordinate system at intervals of 5 Å for d (black lines) and h (red lines) 
on the (nm,t/m) (or (nm,α)) coordinate system for multi-strand helices with c=π, where m is 
the number of strands in the β-strip, n is the number of strips and t is the register shift 
between strips, hence t/m is the register shift per strand of the strip. Homomeric structures are 
indicated in blue, non-homomeric structures and β-strip helices in green (all with n=1) and 
predicted structures in magenta. Note that not all structures have c=π and as such their 
locations in the (d,h) coordinate system are approximate. (A) Plot showing the β-helix and β-
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barrel regions.  (B) β-helix region showing selected β-helix structures from Table 2 including 
the transthyretin structure located using its helical dimensions (dexp=30 Å, hexp=29 Å).  (C) β-
barrel region showing selected β-barrel structures from Table 2 including the Aβ(40) 
structure located using its helical dimensions (dexp=28 Å, αexp=54.4°).  
  
Figure 3 
Plots of constant MPL in the (nm,t/m), (nm,α) plane. 
Contours of constant MPL (kDa/nm) are shown for structures with circular cross-section, i.e. 
c= π.  Contours were calculated using Eq.8 using maa=0.11 kDa.  The point shows the 
location of the HET-s structure (see Supplementary Result (Result.S1)). 
 
Figure 4 
Transmembrane domain from α-haemolysin  
α-haemolysin (PDB code: 7AHL), which incorporates seven (n=7) β-hairpin (m=2) strips, 
each from a separate subunit. The register shift, t=2, is between equivalent strands from 
neighbouring β-hairpins and is illustrated by the alignment of highlighted residues. 
 
Figure 5 
Cylindrin β-barrel   
Cylindrin(PDB code: 3SGR) comprises three (n=3) β-hairpins (m=2) that form a small 6-
stranded antiparallel β-barrel of approximately 11 Å diameter. The barrel lacks 3-fold 
symmetry because the blue β-hairpin has the opposite orientation to the other two.   The 
sequence has a tandem repeat.  The register shift indicated by highlighted residues on the 
sequence and structure is two (t=2).   The highlighted residues are located on the N-terminal 
strand for the red and green hairpins but on the C-terminal strand for the blue hairpin. 
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Figure 6 
T4 phage spike β-helix 
The homotrimeric (n=3) β-helix of the T4 phage spike (PDB code: 1K28). Highlighted 
residues on the structure and in the sequence illustrate the register shift of eight (t=8) between 
neighbouring strips (in this case a strip is a single strand, m=1).  
 
Figure 7 
HET-s and Aβ(40) NMR structures 
(A) HET-s(218-289) molecular structure (PDB code: 2KJ3) showing both 2D and 3D 
representations.  In the 2D representation the bold red and faint red lines show the register-
shift in subunit B due to its helical conformation.  This register shift is the distance between 
the pseudo repeat sequences denoted “N-term repeat” and “C-term repeat” in the figure.  The 
in-register association of these two repeat sequence stabilises both the individual β-helices 
and the joins between subunits. (B) Solid state NMR structure of Aβ(40) (PDB code: 2LMP) 
showing both 2D and 3D representations. Chains D, E and F can be regarded as continuations 
of chains A,B and C, respectively, through contacts made between His13 (chain j+3) and 
Val40 (chain j), as shown by the positions of their Cα atoms in space-filling model. The 
register shift of 28 is indicated by the shift between the faint colour chain depiction and its 
corresponding continuing strand in bold.    Thus we have a β-strip helix with n=1, m=3 and 
t=28. This arrangement allows each three-stranded β-strip helix to join end-to-end and in-
register to form the protofilament. 
 
Figure 8 
Geometrically correctly proportioned 3D folded-paper models of protofilament subunits 
(A) Cylindrical model of the proposed transthyretin protofilament showing the junction 
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between β-strip helices joined end-to-end by the same β-sheet hydrogen bonding that 
stabilizes the helical fold of the subunit. Print Fig.S1 and fold into both cylinder of prism 
models. (B) Prism model of the proposed Aβ(40) amyloid protofilament subunit, showing the 
junction between β-strip helices joined end-to-end.  Print Fig.S2 and Fig.S3 to fold into 
cylinder and prism models, respectively. (C) Proposed mechanism for amyloid protofilament 
subunit formation.  Identical strands come together in register to form the β-strip. The natural 
tendency for a β-sheet to twist means that eventually the outer two strands meet and 
hydrogen-bond together to form the β-strip helix with self register-shift. 
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Table 1 Definition of terms 
Parameter Definition  
ac Helical arc distance between consecutive C
α 
 atoms on 
strand helix (Å) 
bc Helical arc distance between consecutive C
α 
 atoms on 
neighbour helix (Å) 
a Direct distance (helical chord) between consecutive Cα  
atoms on strand helix (Å) 
b Direct distance (helical chord) between consecutive Cα  
atoms on neighbour helix (Å) 
s Shear number (number of residues) 
t Register shift between neighbouring β-strips (number 
of residues) 
m Number of strands in β-strip  
n n-fold rotational symmetry=number of β-strips in helix  
nm Number of strands in helix 
t/m Register shift per strand of the β-strip 
d Maximum spanning width of cross-section of helix (Å) 
P Length of perimeter of cross-section of helix (Å) 
c Constant relating perimeter length to width   
h Height per helical turn (Å) 
α Angle between the strand direction and the helical axis 
(degrees) 
mPL Mass per length (kDa/nm) 
maa Average mass of amino acid residue (kDa) 
NT Number of residues per helical turn 
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Table 2 Parameters of regular β-barrels, β-helices, and amyloid fibrils  
 
Name PDB n m nm t s t/m d (Å) Par/Anti Hollow* 
              α/β barrels 
Triose P Isom. 1tim 1 8 8 8 8 1.0 15 P N 
RΝΑse P 1v77 1 7 7 8 8 1.14 14 P N 
Ribonuc reduc. 1rlr 1 10 10 10 10 1.0 18 P(A) N 
Cytoplasmic β-barrels 
Asp tRNA syn. 1asy 1 5 5 8 8 1.6 12 A(P) N 
IL-1(β-trefoil) 1l2h 1 6 6 12 12 2.0 16 A N 
EF-Tu 1efc 1 6 6 10 10 1.67 13 A N 
FMN BP 1flm 1 6 6 10 10 1.67 13 A N 
F1 ATPase 1bmf 1 6 6 8 8 1.33 12 A N 
TFIIa 1nh2 1 6 6 14 14 2.33 17 A N 
Aconitase 1aco 1 7 7 10 10 1.42 14 AP N 
Retinol BP 1rbp 1 8 8 12 12 1.5 18 A N 
Cyclophilin 1w8m 1 8 8 10 10 1.25 17 A N 
Green fluor. P 1ema 1 11 11 14 14 1.27 23 A(P) N 
     β-helices 
MfpA (PRP) 2bm5 1 1 1 20 20 20 21 P N 
Pectin lyase 1idk 1 1 1 23 23 23 23 P N 
Pman. Isomer. 1pmi 1 2 2 18 18 9.0 20 A N 
Homomeric β-helices 
T4 phage spike 1k28 3 1 3 8 24 8.0 25 P N 
T4 short tail fibre 1h6w 3 1 3 6 18 6.0 22 P N 
K1Fphage endosia 1v0f 3 1 3 6 18 6.0 22 P N 
Trans-membrane β-barrels 
OmpX 1qj9 1 8 8 8 8 1.0 15 A Y 
OmpA 1bxw 1 8 8 10 10 1.2 20 A Y 
OmpT 1i78 1 10 10 12 12 1.2 25 A Y 
OpcA 1k24 1 10 10 12 12 1.2 25 A Y 
FadL 3dwo 1 12 12 14 14 1.16 27 A Y 
Omp32 2fgr 1 16 16 20 20 1.27 33 A Y 
Porin 2omf 1 16 16 20 20 1.27 33 A Y 
Maltoporin 1mpm 1 18 18 22 22 1.22 37 A Y 
FhuA (TonB) 1by5 1 22 22 22 22 1.0 42 A Y 
FepA (TonB) 1fep 1 22 22 24 24 1.09 43 A Y 
Homomeric trans-membrane β-barrels 
α-haemolysin 7ahl 7 2 14 2 14 1.0 26 A Y 
γ-haemolysin 3b07 4 4 16 4 16 1.0 30 A Y 
Mycobact. OM 
Channel MspA 
1uun 8 
8 
2 
2 
16 
16 
4 
2 
32 
16 
2.0 
1.0 
41 
30 
A 
A 
Y 
Y 
TolC 1ek9 3 4 12 8 24 2.0 31 A Y 
Adhesin Hia 2gr7 3 4 12 4 12 1.0 22 A N 
CsgG 3x2r 9 4 36 2 18 0.5 59 A Y 
Homomeric cytoplasmic β-barrels 
Cylindrin 3sgr 3 2 6 2 6 1.0 12 A N 
RUBISCO 1bxn 4 2 8 2 8 1.0 15 A N 
Muconolact. Isom. 3zo7 2 4 8 6 12 1.5 17 A N 
GTP cyclohydrol. 1gtp 5 4 20 4 20 1.0 37 A N 
Amyloid fibrils, putative amyloid structures 
Aβ(40) NMR 2lmp 1 3 3 28 28 9.3 32-37 P N 
HET-s 2rnm 1 1 1 36 36 36 38 P N 
Transthyr. amyloid & 1 6 6 28 28 4.7 30 P N 
Aβ(40) amyloid & 1 10 10 20 20 2.0 28 P N 
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α-nanotube £ 1 9 9 18 18 2.0 23 P N 
Perutz β-helix $ 1 1 1 20 20 20 20 P N 
 
Homomeric structures with n-fold (n>1) rotational symmetry are in shaded regions. Possible exceptions are cylindrin, where one 
of the three β-hairpins points in the opposite direction to the others, and the triple-strand β-helices which exhibit minor 
deviations from 3-fold symmetry. m is the number of strands in the β-strip.  nm gives the number of strands in the multi-strand 
helix. t is the register shift per β-strip. t/m is the register shift per strand of the β-strip. s is the shear number. d is the helix 
diameter, in Å. 
   
*Hollow proteins have a water-filled cavity centred on the helical axis that is involved in membrane transport. In gram-negative 
bacteria they are typically situated in the outer membrane (OM). 
All barrels and β-helices listed have continuous hydrogen bonding joining adjacent strands. If an amino acid lacking any 
appropriate inter-strand hydrogen bonding occurs as a link in the continuous hydrogen bonding, such a barrel is rejected. 
&Parameters calculated from dimensions derived from fibre diffraction studies. 
£Parameters from amyloid fibre model proposed earlier26. 
$Parameters from amyloid fibre model proposed earlier39. 
 
Note the structure of the non-homeric lipopolysaccharide transport protein, LptD, has not been included as it appears to be an 
unusal hybrid of two β-barrels each with a different barrel width and shear number.   
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  Table 3 Measured and modelled parameter values for transthyretin and Aβ(40) 
 x-section dexp hexp  αexp nm t/m nmmod t/mmod nmod mmod tmod dmod hmod αmod 
Transthyretin Triangle 30.0 29.0 - 5.8 4.5 6 4.67 1 6 28 32.3 30.2 72.7 
Circle 5.8 4.7 6 4.67 1 6 28 30.8 30.2 72.7 
Aβ(40) Triangle 28.0 - 54.4 10.4 1.99 10 2.0 1 10 20 27.0 57.7 54.5 
Circle 10.9 1.99 11 2.0 1 11 22 28.4 63.5 54.5 
The values for dexp and hexp or αexp are from fiber X-ray fibre diffraction experiments and are measured in Å and degrees, respectively. 
Calculations using Eq.1a and Eq.2 yield nm and t/m, which are adjusted to nmmod and t/mmod such that nm is an integer and s= nm×t/m is equal to 
the nearest even integer. Eq.3 are then used to determine, dmod and hmod. Results are given for both multi-strand helices of triangular and circular 
cross-section.  Two modelled structures are depicted in Fig.8.
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Figure 1.Schematic showing geometry in 2D and 3D forms of a general multi-strand helix  Depiction of an 
unrolled/unfolded 2D form of a multi-strand helix of any general cross-sectional shape with perimeter length 
p and rolled-up cylinder form. Cα atoms are indicated by the small circles (filled for a side-chain above the 
paper and open for a side-chain below the paper) and β-strips are shown as shaded regions. ac is the 
distance between neighbouring Cα atoms along a strand and bc is the distance between neighbouring 
strands.  α is the angle between the strand direction and the helical axis, h is the height per turn, and NT is 
the number of residues per turn which is equal to (p2+h2)1/2/ac. Here the strip comprises three strands 
(m=3) in an antiparallel arrangement and the whole β-helix comprises five strips (n=5). The register shift 
between adjacent strips is four (t=4).  The register shift of the strip with itself, e.g. between strip 1 in its 
normal and faint depiction in the figure, is the shear number, s, and is equal to NT.  In the rolled-up form ac 
and bc are helical arc distances."  
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Figure 2.Plots of constant d and h in the (nm,t/m), (nm,α) plane and location of β-helices and β-
barrels.  Overlay of the (d,h) coordinate system at intervals of 5 Å for d (black lines) and h (red lines) on 
the (nm,t/m) (or (nm,α)) coordinate system for multi-strand helices with c=π, where m is the number of 
strands in the β-strip, n is the number of strips and t is the register shift between strips, hence t/m is the 
register shift per strand of the strip. Homomeric structures are indicated in blue, non-homomeric structures 
and β-strip helices in green (all with n=1) and predicted structures in magenta. Note that not all structures 
have c=π and as such their locations in the (d,h) coordinate system are only approximate. (A) Plot showing 
the β-helix and β-barrel regions.  (B) β-helix region showing selected β-helix structures from Table 2 
including the transthyretin structure located using its helical dimensions (dexp=30 Å, hexp=29 Å).  (C) β-
barrel region showing selected β-barrel structures from Table 2 including the Aβ(40) structure located using 
its helical dimensions (dexp=28 Å, αexp=54.4°).  
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Figure 3. Plots of constant MPL in the (nm,t/m), (nm,α) plane.Contours of constant MPL (kDa/nm) are 
shown.  Contours were calculated using Eq.8 using maa=0.11 kDa.  The point shows the location of the HET-
s structure (see Supplementary Result (Result.S1)).  
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Figure 4.Transmembrane domain from α-haemolysin. α-haemolysin (PDB code: 7AHL), which 
incorporates seven (n=7) β-hairpin (m=2) strips, each from a separate subunit. The register shift, t=2, is 
between equivalent strands from neighbouring β-hairpins and is illustrated by the alignment of highlighted 
residues.  
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Figure 5.Cylindrin β-barrel. Cylindrin(PDB code: 3SGR) comprises three (n=3) β-hairpins (m=2) that form 
a small 6-stranded antiparallel β-barrel of approximately 11 Å diameter. The barrel lacks 3-fold symmetry 
because the blue β-hairpin has the opposite orientation to the other two.   The sequence has a tandem 
repeat.  The register shift indicated by highlighted residues on the sequence and structure is two 
(t=2).   The highlighted residues are located on the N-terminal strand for the red and green hairpins but on 
the C-terminal strand for the blue hairpin.  
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Figure 6.T4 phage spike β-helix.The homotrimeric (n=3) β-helix of the T4 phage spike (PDB code: 1K28). 
Highlighted residues on the structure and in the sequence illustrate the register shift of eight (t=8) between 
neighbouring strips (in this case a strip is a single strand, m=1).  
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Figure 7.HET-s and Aβ(40) NMR structures. (A) HET-s(218-289) molecular structure (PDB code: 2KJ3) 
showing both 2D and 3D representations.  In the 2D representation the bold red and faint red lines show the 
register-shift in subunit B due to its helical conformation.  This register shift is the distance between the 
pseudo repeat sequences denoted “N-term repeat” and “C-term repeat” in the figure.  The in-register 
association of these two repeat sequence stabilises both the individual β-helices and the joins between 
subunits. (B) Solid state NMR structure of Aβ(40) (PDB code: 2LMP) showing both 2D and 3D 
representations. Chains D, E and F can be regarded as continuations of chains A,B and C, respectively, 
through contacts made between His13 (chain j+3) and Val40 (chain j), as shown by the positions of their Cα 
atoms in space-filling model. The register shift of 28 is indicated by the shift between the faint colour chain 
depiction and its corresponding continuing strand in bold. Thus we have a β-strip helix with n=1, m=3 and 
t=28. This arrangement allows each three-stranded β-strip helix to join end-to-end and in-register to form 
the protofilament.  
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Figure 8.Geometrically correctly proportioned 3D folded-paper models of protofilament subunits. 
(A) Cylindrical model of the proposed transthyretin protofilament showing the junction between β-strip 
helices joined end-to-end by the same β-sheet hydrogen bonding that stabilizes the helical fold of the 
subunit. Print Fig.S1 and fold into both cylinder of prism models. (B) Prism model of the proposed Aβ(40) 
amyloid protofilament subunit, showing the junction between β-strip helices joined end-to-end.  Print Fig.S2 
and Fig.S3 to fold into cylinder and prism models, respectively. (C) Proposed mechanism for amyloid 
protofilament subunit formation.  Identical strands come together in register to form the β-strip. The natural 
tendency for a β-sheet to twist means that eventually the outer two strands meet and hydrogen-bond 
together to form the β-strip helix with self register-shift.  
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